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Glass Masquerade is a puzzle game with unique glass pieces in a realistic world. There are a variety
of different games in one! -The puzzle game you know from the multi-stage puzzle games -The
puzzle game you may have played in the past! -A variety of unique games such as Time Attack,
Score Attack, Block Attack, and more. Have a game playing time of about 20 minutes per game.
-Complete 3 stages to unlock the mysteries of Glass Masquerade. It contains a variety of games.

-The puzzle game of the multi-stage puzzle game genre -The puzzle game you may have played in
the past! -A variety of unique games such as Time Attack, Score Attack, Block Attack, and more.

-Create your own universe and play various challenging games. -You can play in 1 player mode and
2 player mode. You can play by changing the number of players. -There are over 4,000 pieces to be

caught by the player -There is also an exclusive special mode for puzzle game lovers. -There are also
unique hand-drawn illustrations in the stage. How to play: Drag and drop the jigsaw puzzle pieces to

be able to be caught. There are ~4,000 pieces to be caught. The precise placement of the puzzle
pieces is important. This is a puzzle game with an accurate depiction of the puzzle world. You cannot

freely move the pieces from the initial place. -Solve the puzzles in 60 seconds for a global
leaderboard. -Trial your skills against your friends on the global leaderboard. -To catch all the puzzle
pieces, play the game for a long time. -Place the puzzle pieces in order with the frame to catch all
the pieces. -It’s necessary to be careful with the “blank” piece. -Capture as many puzzle pieces as

possible to get a higher score. This is a puzzle game with an accurate depiction of the puzzle world.
You cannot freely move the pieces from the initial place. -Solve the puzzles in 60 seconds for a
global leaderboard. -Trial your skills against your friends on the global leaderboard. -Have fun

playing various challenging puzzles. -Let’s play together **Features** -Inexpensive jigsaw puzzle
pieces. -Play with various different games. -You can catch all the puzzle pieces.
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Features Key:
alexanderzieh's cartography
alexanderzieh's soundscape

alexanderzieh's visual representation
a soundscape containing a healthy dose of Darren Morscher's "Carnival" music

the interactive nature of the game
the joint, jointed nature of the mechanics of the game

the interference with the environment from the player's simple actions
the experience of entering the game world or gaining suggestions

the minimalism of the game

LINK

This game highlights the visual, audio, and interactive nature of the boardgame
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Mike goes on hike game design process process design 

 Mike goes on hike 

early on, I spent a ton of time trying to figure out the
cartography of the game for my little bit of misdirection, to
trick the brain
a lot of the "chunkiness" of Mike goes on hike started to
develop because I wanted to make sure that anyone could enjoy
the game
the game would encourage more the kind of people that my
mom liked
the "correctness" of the game, as it related to the condition of
the environment
the brewhouse neat as it was on a whiteboard

Mike goes on hike map of game map
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